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MERLIN BAY - NUTMEG

Barbados

Merlin Bay is one of Barbados loveliest beachfront developments comprising of just 8 units nestled on a

beautiful palm-fringed crescent-shaped shoreline.

Nutmeg is a lovely 3 bedroom fully air-conditioned villa with a private plunge pool set on two floors

overlooking the stunning beach, a large lagoon-style pool together with the lush gardens of the exclusive

and private enclave that is Merlin Bay.

Merlin Bay is just one mile north of Holetown where you will find an excellent selection of both local and

designer shops. The area is also famous for its many incredible ocean side restaurants. Golf is available

close by at both Sandy land and Westmoreland Courses and there is a really good selection of water sports

available locally.

This two-storey home has an indoor dining room, a sunken sitting area that opens to the plunge pool and an

intimate pool terrace. The bedroom on the ground floor also opens to the plunge pool terrace. Dining may

also be on the upstairs dining terrace which has an attractive hand-painted mural and offers lovely ocean

views across the central swimming pool.

Steps from the central coral stone deck lead down to a secluded white beach and the sparkling waters of the

Caribbean Sea.

On the grounds of Merlin Bay, you will be able to enjoy a really beautiful free form swimming pool. The

pristine white sandy beach is just a few steps from Nutmeg. Here you will enjoy swimming in the

incredibly warm and calm azure sea
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $690 US /night 

Yes Name: ChestertonsTelephone: +1 (246) 432 4663

Make Enquiry

Bedrooms:  3

Bathrooms:  3

Listed:  4 Feb 2023
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